HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND !!!

AND THEIR ELDER SIBLINGS

FOR A DESCRIPTION OF THIS WEEK’S COVER
SEE PAGE 4

CALENDAR OF EVENTS!!!!!!

Fri. 2/24
Little Brother/Sis Weekend – 8–10 p.m.
Coffee house Perc — Music Club

Sat. 2/25
Trip to Children’s Museum after lunch!!
“Seven Alone’” Movie at 8 p.m. Marian H.
Aud.
DISCO DANCE in Old Mixed Lounge
Clare Hall 10–midnight by Frosh!!

Sun. 2/26
Rick Collin’s Piano Concert at Marian
Hall Aud. - 3:00 p.m. - by Music Dept.

Wed. 3/1
9 a.m.–noon Representative from Oral
Roberts University Grad. School
15 minute interviews — sign-up at
Placement Office Med., Dental, Theo.,
and Business Programs.

Wed. 3/1
“La Strada” Library Aud. at 7:00 p.m.
Fifty seats limit — FREE

Thurs. 3/2
Burger Chief on campus interviewing for
Restaurant Managers — sign-up in
Placement Office.

Fri. 3/3
UNITY DISCO DANCE!! at 9 p.m. till
1:00 a.m.!! $1.25 M.C. student. 2.00 other
Intramural Gym — fund raiser & mixer!

Sat. 3/4
Movie: “Harry & Walter Go To New-
York” Library Aud. at 8 p.m.

HAVE A GOOD WEEKEND EVERYBODY!!
P’S” lot’s of xxxxx’s and ooooo’s!!!!!
A CARBON GUEST TUTORIAL: A NOTE FOR BLACK HISTORY MONTH

The month of February has been dedicated to the history of Black culture in America. As any individual will tell you that they are proud of their heritage, I too want to say a word in behalf of my own heritage.

Much has been said about the Black culture in America and some of it has not been good. There was a time when it was very unpopular to be Black in American society. Unfortunately, the atmosphere of those times has not completely disappeared today, but through the efforts of inspired people of many races, the idea of the Black has become a reality. Each generation is making a step forward to turn the tide of discrimination and prejudice. Before the Civil Rights Act, the future of Black children looked pretty forsaken, a future which would be much like the past. Today, much celebration is made of the Black heritage and culture, proclaiming a bold and distinct pride in the accomplishments of the Black people in this society and that of our roots. At this point, I want to give recognition to outstanding contributions made by the Blacks of the past and present; Louis Armstrong and West Montgomery for their gift of jazz and soul music to inspire the hearts of their people. To George Washington Carver, who I read of as a child which bestowed and inspired much of my desire to learn of the world about me, a great thanks to his intuitive mind and delegate work. To all of our Black educators, singers, and to our own mothers and fathers that have worked unselfishly to give their children the knowledge of a promising future. May I say that I am very happy to be Young, Gifted and Black. Although there is at present much work to be done to obtain the dream, we, all of us together can make it happen.

Teresa Reeves
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AS A NEW CARBON TYPIST

I have a few questions to put to all who read this publication.

1) Have you noticed Pam, Mike and various other fun-looking people around the Student Board Office until all hours of the night which are just as strange as the people who type??

The reason for this is simple to understand, but not as simple as you would think. The amount of work involved in typing (including Applauds and Hissies) are very few. It is therefore up to Mike and Pam or Pam and Mike to fill up the space not taken up, or to beg people to write at the last minute. This takes up time, usually hours to accomplish.

If you have noticed the light that burns in the SBO (no typographical error, please) at all hours, you should em-pathize with us. If so.

2) Then why don't we get more contributions???

Now, all of us realize that not much coherent literary output can be expected from Art or Theater majors, but they at least try.

Please, all you intellectual Marian College students, help out the CARBON editors and typists. We need your contributions and want your bodies. If you are willing and able to give at least one of these, slip them under the door or give them to Pam or Mike.

------diana solar------

THEY HAVE DONE IT AGAIN!

The Marian theatre stars did shine bright and clear last weekend when the curtain rose to expose the "Importance of Being Earnest." Though handicapped in many ways the Marian Theatre went all out to prove that nothing is powerless than her will power. "Where there is a will there is a way" they say. We indeed saw it with our own eyes the other day. The Director and Cast should be congratulated on that wonderful performance. A good number of the audience whom I spoke to on all three days came out with words like --- "It was wonderful"; "I liked it very much" and some even went to the extent of saying that it was the best play they had witnessed at Marian. A good number of them had a lot of hood things to say about the setting --- That's due to our new Play Productions Instructor.

In short, the cast deserved all these praises, because they were really earnest about this play, from the beginning they showed they were earnest during the play and needless tosay --- they were one of the earnest looking cast of Marian in the recent past.

------NEEL------

QUOTE OF THE WEEK (lifted from Reader's Digest)

"The average man has sixty-six pounds of muscles and three pounds of brains -- which explains a lot of things."

THE CARBON IN THE CAN or WHO DONE IT?

"The views of this publication are those of the individual writer and do not necessarily reflect those of Marian College. This simple sentence appears in EVERY issue of the Carbon. WHO IS PLAYING CAMPUSS CENSOR? At yesterday's publication committee meeting, the Carbon Co-editors were informed that someone or some people--no names were mentioned--have been confiscating the Carbons, the cost made up only to be stolen within such a short period of time after publication. Surely you have noticed how many weeks the Phoenix is around. Not to mention the Magnet.

Who is this person (or persons) reducing circulation of the Carbon? What do they have against us? This year's Carbon is, in the opinions of the editors, a reasonable reflection of the spirit of Marian College students and hardly comparable to the inflammatory or rude publication of past years.

The Carbon Co-editors would really appreciate it if the individual or individuals connected with this crime would come forward. We also assure any person or persons willing to report any theft of STACKS of Carbons to the editors. This is your publication! Hopefully you would rather pick it up from the information stands and not from a trash can. (If we could only find which trash can they're in).

Thanks for your cooperation—The Mick and the Pole

------Mike and Pam------

WELCOME LITTLE SIS; LITTLE BROTHERS

This weekend is Little Six/Bro' weekend and plenty of activities have been planned to keep everyone busy. Registration takes place near Clare Hall desk from 4 to 6 p.m. There will be a Coffeehouse in the Perc from 8 to 10 p.m. Friday night. Saturday afternoon at 1:15 a bus will leave for a trip to the Children's Museum. It will return around 3:15. At 8 p.m. Saturday night, the movie "Seven Alone" will be shown at Marian Hall Auditorium, admission is 25 cents. Then from 10 to 12 p.m. the Freshman class is sponsoring a disco in the Old Mixe's lounge for the older crowd. Meal prices for this weekend are reduced for you brothers and sisters: Friday dinner $1.90, Saturday breakfast $1.65; Lunch $1.25 and dinner $2.80. Brunch on Sunday, which will end the weekend will be $150. Hope everyone has a good time!!!
NOTICE TO INDIANA STATE SCHOLARSHIP AND GRANT RECIPIENTS

There is a reminder that the deadline for renewing your Indiana State Scholarship and Educational Grant is March 1, 1978. Students are required to submit the Financial Aid Form (FAF) by this date. There is no separate renewal application this year. Therefore, as long as the FAF is submitted by March 1, and the State Student Assistance Commission of Indiana is coded to receive a copy of this document, you have fulfilled the requirements for renewal consideration.

If you do not submit the FAF by March 1, 1978 deadline, your chances of receiving an Indiana State Scholarship or Grant are greatly reduced. In other words, submit the FAF by March 1, or risk not receiving your State Scholarship or Grant.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

I'D LIKE TO EXPRESS MY SINCERE THANKS TO PAUL COMBEE AND THE SAGA STAFF FOR THE BEAUTIFUL CATERING DONE AT THE SWEET-HEART'S DANCE LAST FRIDAY NIGHT! THERE WAS A GREAT VARIETY OF FOOD AND DRINK WHICH I'M SURE PLEASED EVERYONE'S TASTES! THANKS FOR A JOB WELL DONE!

JOHANNA CUNDARI

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

TO THE MASSES:

The freshman class is supporting a service project sponsored by Sister Barbara Ann. Some under-developed countries can use United States cancelled stamps for food stamps. We would appreciate your support also. Save your cancelled stamps!! There will be cans for them on Doyle and Clare Hall desks, and in the Business office. This small amount of effort on our part can be of great service to many. We CAN help feed the hungry!!

Thank You,
The Frosh

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

CHALLENGE RETREAT

There will be another CHALLENGE RETREAT offered March 3-5 at St. Mau's Conference Center, Indy. This is a time to look seriously at important questions of life, and discuss them with others. For information call Eileen Herbertz, Ex. 513, or inquire at the Ministry Center. All are welcome at this event.

Thanks,
Campus Ministry

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

SEE PETER REPORTS.....

Mein leibchenen, we have passed another milestone in thespic performances. I am of course referring to "Earnest," a spoof of Oscar Wilde's "The Importance of Being Earnest." The theatre department wants everyone in the school to try out. Also, they need people to work backstage. (Be sure to see the sequel: Snow White Meets Godzilla-Margo! (You're sick Margo-Bette) (Aw, just because I got the role of Godzilla!! - Margo) (Shut-up, girls - See Peter). (Aargh! - Ben.) (BEN??!) Hearts and Scimitars,

SEE PETER (See, See, See flat, Bee, Bee flat)

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

TRIAL ON 2-MAIN—DOYLE HALL

Marian's "court system" wins out again. This is not the typical court system. This court consisted of the men of two-main against B.B.

Picture the defendant in a pink dress and a judge wrapped up in a pink blanket and you can imagine what will transpire.

Opening statements were given and some very shocking testimony was given by witnesses Jim Fohl, Mike Pratt, and Joe Horan as to the character of B.B.

The jury retired to reach a verdict which was almost unanimous. For punishment, B. was forced to wear a sign around his neck which read "I B.B. have been found guilty of being WOP"

WOP's meaning is left up to the discretion of the reader.

Let this be a warning to all with chains around their necks. The court is alive at Marian.

J.K. and P.J.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CENTRE

will be offering classes in French, Spanish, German phs!

CHINESE  GREEK  JAPANESE  PORTUGUESE  ITALIAN  AND OTHERS!!!

Classes begin in March— all courses taught by native—speaking instructors!!

THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CENTRE
923—929 (317)

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

GRETTA CARBO...

Dear Gretta,
For some unknown reason, I've been very sad and blue lately. I'm unsure of my future and—insecure in all of my actions. I'm normally a very happy person. Can something be done so I can snap out of this depression?

MOOD INDIGO

Dear M.I. You say that you are normally a happy person. Perhaps you should begin dwelling on those things that USUALLY make you feel that way. I find that listening to light-hearted music or reading frivolous poetry helps me! Or taking a long walk and really noting the beauty of the campus can help chase away the blues.

About your being unsure of your future, keep this in mind. As you watch the very few of your peers that really know what they want from life—and the many that THINK they do— remember the words of Henry Thoreau.

"I f a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music which he hears, however measured or far away."

You WILL find you way eventualy!!! And remember—Gretta cares.!

P.S. If all else fails, I hope you'll join me for a nice drink at Max & Irma's.

GRETTA

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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ODE TO THE CARBON WORKER(S)!

Gretta and Kriders and Close, see Peter Davis, Wetula, with kisses we greet her. They stay up at night, (Thursday mainly) to get out the CARBON (they do it insanely) Solar, Mitty, Carroll, (who's Carroll?) We need new ideas, we're over a barrel! Tobacco and soda and chips and things, Here's Karen Davis—it's NO—DOZ she brings!! Three in the morn and page two is complete, must hurry up 'cause I'm dead on my feet. Wildman's Word still hasn't been sent—maybe he's giving up writing for Lent!!! To get out the CARBON, the sweat it must bead just so on Friday, we've all something to read.

H.B.

SURVIVAL KIT CONTENTS (from the cover)

Kit for Kids—(left to right)
1) "Roach Training Manual" 10 easy lessons.
2)Flashlight— for lurking thru our energy-conserving hallways
3)Brown Bag— for indiscreet temperance beverages
4) Bottle of Appetite Suppressants (you'll need it!)
Your OWN STOOL — so you'll be sure to have a seat in the caf. (to 5)
6) Veil (for prospective novices) (editors note— some CARBON artists have a peculiar er... strange sense of humor.

Kit for Big Sis/ Bro
1) Shotgun— to handle prepubescent lovers
2) Whip for disciplinary measures
3) Pacifiers (for siblings in the oral stage)
4) "Hop on Pop" Dr. Seus, for future Humanities students
5) Strained Plums
5½) Aspirin
6) Veil (for prospective novices) (editors note— some CARBON artists have a peculiar er... strange sense of humor.

APPLAUDS!!!!

PUDGY P
DEANA'S BLUE JEANS
P.B.'S LOUD LAUGH
GIANNI SCHICCI
GRIFF GIVERS
HEK FAY, HEK DON'T BUY
MOMMY AND DADDY'S VISIT
LAMBDIA
ROOMATES AND LOVERS
IRT...... "SEAGULL"
3 A.M. BREAKFAST AT BILL'S
DANNY K'S BRUNCH
SAGA'S BLACK CHERRY ICE CREAM
EVERYONE AT M.C. & FOREIGNERS
WAFFLE HOUSE 8:30 A.M.
DIANA'S TALK AND FRIENDSHIP
PLEASE DON'T STOP
HAWKEYE AND THE WAFFLEHEADS
SLAPPY KISSES BY THE GARBAGE DUMP
FAT ALBERTS
PRESSE MELODIOUS SCREAMS
BIZETS "MADAME BUTTERFLY" (ed. note-Puccini)
LAST HOME GAME
SENIORS JIM & JOHN

MS. EAGLE
JOHN PIGMY DENVER
WALLY'S TRUCK
T.V. SUB.
CARM'S CUTE BEAU
SHERRY LONGLEGS
ST. PETER'S ENLIGHTENMENT
TRUTH AND BEAUTY
BRAIN'S, TALENT, & GORGEOUS EYES
NONCONDUCTIVE LIFESTYLES
SCHLITZ SHORTS
LATE NIGHT PILLOW FIGHTS
THE NIGHTLY PHONE CALL— KEEP 'EM UP!! D.C.'S CAMARO

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BARB CALLAN— jmes m.

LISA'S HAIRCUT
WILD AND CRAZY GIRLS
LIZZIE BORDEN
LIZZIE'S MOM & DAD
BILLIE'S "MYSTERY MAN"
BILLIE'S FLOWERS
MIDNIGHT RIDE AT THE WAFFLEHEAD UNO
ANNIE'S H'S APPETITE
THE WAFFLEHEADS OF 3—WEST
CAPTAIN FLASH
RED CARNATION — THANX TOM
CIRCLE K CLUB